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Abstract Specific spatial environments are often indicative
of where certain actions may take place: In kitchens we pre-
pare food, and in bathrooms we engage in personal hygiene,
but not vice versa. In action recognition, contextual cues may
constrain an observer’s expectations toward actions that are
more strongly associated with a particular context than others.
Such cues should become particularly helpful when the action
itself is difficult to recognize. However, to date only easily
identifiable actions were investigated, and the effects of con-
text on recognition were rather interfering than facilitatory. To
test whether context also facilitates action recognition, we
measured recognition performance of hardly identifiable ac-
tions that took place in compatible, incompatible, and neutral
contextual settings. Action information was degraded by
pixelizing the area of the object manipulation while the room
in which the action took place remained fully visible. We
found significantly higher accuracy for actions that took place
in compatible compared to incompatible and neutral settings,
indicating facilitation. Additionally, action recognition was
slower in incompatible settings than in compatible and neutral
settings, indicating interference. Together, our findings

demonstrate that contextual information is effectively
exploited during action observation, in particular when visual
information about the action itself is sparse. Differential ef-
fects on speed and accuracy suggest that contexts modulate
action recognition at different levels of processing. Our find-
ings emphasize the importance of contextual information in
comprehensive, ecologically valid models of action
recognition.
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Spatial environments such as places and rooms (contextual
settings, hereafter) are often indicative of certain classes of
actions: In kitchens we prepare food, and in bathrooms we
engage in personal hygiene, but not vice versa. Observers
can exploit the statistical probability of the co-occurrence of
actions and contextual settings to constrain their expectations
toward actions that are more likely to take place in a particular
setting than others. Crucially, actions unfold comparably
slowly over time, whereas contextual settings are recognized
with exposure durations below 100 ms (Biederman,
Rabinowitz, Glass, & Stacy, 1974), and their semantic content
is activated within 300 ms (Bar, 2004; Ganis & Kutas, 2003).
Hence, preactivation of action information via associated con-
textual settings should be beneficial for the efficient process-
ing of action information.

In object recognition, the facilitatory influence of contex-
tual settings is well documented. For example, objects in com-
patible contextual settings are recognized faster (Boyce &
Pollatsek, 1992) and more accurately (Barenholtz, 2013;
Boyce, Pollatsek, & Rayner, 1989; Davenport & Potter,
2004; Palmer, 1975) as compared to objects in incompatible
and semantically neutral settings. Current models suggest that
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object recognition is constrained by top-down predictive sig-
nals via context-based associations, which facilitates recogni-
tion of the object in that particular context (Bar, 2004).

By contrast, evidence for contextual facilitation of action
recognition is lacking. Instead, incompatible contextual set-
tings have been demonstrated to interfere with action recog-
nition: Participants need longer time to recognize actions in
incompatible compared to compatible and neutral settings
(Wurm & Schubotz, 2012). Moreover, neural activity in the
left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) increases when actions are
perceived in incompatible versus compatible and neutral set-
tings (Wurm & Schubotz, 2012). These effects were
interpreted as increased effort in semantic integration of the
observed action into an overarching action goal that is recon-
cilable with the incompatible setting. Although these findings
clearly demonstrate selective associations between actions
and contextual settings, it is unclear if these associations are
effectively exploited in a facilitatory way.

Crucially, contextual information should become particular-
ly beneficial for action recognition when actions are hard to
identify. In support of this view, contextual effects on object
recognition have been shown to dissociate between facilitation
and interference as a function of general recognizability
(Palmer, 1975). Notably, in Wurm and Schubotz (2012), ac-
tions were very easy to recognize, which leaves open the pos-
sibility that putative facilitatory effects were masked by ceiling
effects. In this study we therefore investigated the effect of
context on the recognition of actions that are hard to identify.
In the case of object-directed actions, the most important (pri-
mary, hereafter) sources of information are fine and coarse
movement kinematics of fingers, hands, and arms, and the ob-
jects involved in the action. In daily life, we often observe
actions from some distance, or our view on an action is partly
occluded (e.g., by other objects, persons, or the actress herself).
Such factors will most likely affect the recognition of manipu-
lated objects and fine motoric movements of the hand, whereas
coarse postures and movements of the arms often remain rec-
ognizable. We hypothesized that in such typical situations, the
influence of contextual information—activation of associated
action semantics, possibly in addition to priming of object in-
formation—become particularly effective as reflected in im-
proved recognition of the action.

Participants observed video clips of context-specific ac-
tions (e.g., hammering, cracking an egg). The recognizability
of the actions was lowered by pixelizing the hands and the
involved objects. As a result, hand postures, fine motoric fin-
ger movements, and objects could not be identified anymore
whereas the coarse movement kinematics of the arms and
hands remained intact. The actions took place in compatible,
incompatible, and neutral settings (see Fig. 1a). The neutral
setting consisted of a white background that did not bias the
participants toward a specific contextual affiliation. Thereby,
the neutral condition served as a baseline condition to

dissociate facilitatory from interference effects. Participants
were instructed to press a button as soon as they recognized
the presented action. After the button press, they had to
verbally name the action (see Fig. 1b). We collected the rate
of correctly recognized actions and reaction times (RTs) to
correct responses. Facilitatory effects were expected to
manifest as higher recognition rates and faster responses to
compatible as compared to incompatible and neutral
settings, whereas interference effects were expected to
manifest as lower recognition rates and slower responses to
incompatible as compared to compatible and neutral settings.

Material and method

Participants

Forty-five healthy naïve volunteers (21–42 years, mean 26.4 ±
4.01 SD, 27 females, four left-handed) participated in the
study. Any participant whose mean recognition rate was great-
er or less than two standard deviations from the group mean
was excluded from further analyses (N = 1). All participants
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Participants gave
written consent before the experiment. Data were handled
anonymously.

Stimuli

Thirty context-specific actions from the experiment reported
inWurm and Schubotz (2012) were used. Actions were object
manipulations specific for the contextual settings office,
kitchen, or workshop. Actions took place in compatible,
incompatible, and neutral contextual settings (factor
contextual compatibility). The contextual settings could be
either compatible or incompatible to the action (e.g., a
workshop action such as hammering was compatible with
the context workshop, whereas the same action was
incompatible with the contexts kitchen and office).
Contextual settings were specified by the background, the
working surface, and three to five context-specific stationary
objects (e.g., computer screen, coffee machine, grinding
machine). The neutral setting consisted of a uniform white
surface without any corners.

In each context, actions were filmed from an identical
allocentric perspective, providing a convenient view on both
the object manipulation and the contextual setting (see
Fig. 1a). At video onset, hands were positioned left and right
to the to-be-manipulated objects with the palms on the work-
ing surface. The grasping of the objects followed about 680
ms after video onset. Each action was practiced 3 to 4 times
before the filming of the actions in the three contexts, thus, the
execution was basically identical across all the contexts. Each
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video had a length of 3 s, a presentation rate of 25 frames per
second, and a display width and height of 720 × 576 pixels.

We manipulated the recognizability of the actions by
pixelizing the area of the video where the object manipulation
was shown. The pixelized area was circular with a radius of
185 pixels. Pixelization consisted of averaging the gray values
of pixels in 15 × 15 grid squares (see Fig. 1a). The pixelization
resolution was chosen so that the objects were not identifiable
in any of the static frames of the video (i.e., in the absence of
movement information). After pixelization, objects could not
be identified anymore whereas the action could still be in-
ferred from movement kinematics (e.g., wrist rotations,
horizontal and vertical arm trajectories; see Supplementary
Data for video examples). A separate control experiment con-
firmed that objects were unrecognizable: Participants from a
different sample (N = 18) were presented with static images of
the first video frame (where objects were not occluded by the
actress’ hands) using the same procedure as in the main ex-
periment. Participants were asked to name at least one of the
objects in the pixelized area. Objects were identified correctly
in 5.9% (±1.5 SEM) of the actions (see Supplemental Material
for item-specific results).

Design and procedure

Design and procedure (see Fig. 1b) were identical to the be-
havioral experiment reported in Wurm and Schubotz (2012):
Participants were seated approximately 60 cm away from a
computer screen and next to the experimenter. Trials started
self-paced by pressing a button with the right index finger,
followed by a short fixation phase (500 ms blank screen,
500 ms fixation cross at the center of the screen). Videos

appeared at the center of the screen, subtending approximately
13.6 × 10.5° of visual angle. Participants were instructed to
press the button as soon as they recognized the action (i.e.,
during video presentation). If they did not recognize the ac-
tion, no button press was required. After the video, a question
mark appeared at the center of the screen indicating the par-
ticipants were to name the action. After the button press dur-
ing video presentation, the video stopped and was immediate-
ly replaced by the question mark. Participants had to name the
recognized action using a single verb or short phrases using
the infinite (e.g., zeichnen = to draw). Depending on the ac-
tion, participants were required to name the objects involved
(e.g., sharpening pencil) or not (e.g., painting ). In case the
participants did not recognize the action, they were asked to
either guess or to answer with BI don’t know.^ Each trial
ended with a blank screen for 500 ms. The procedure was
practiced using three actions that were different from those
used in the experiment. Verbal responses were recorded using
the presentation software (Presentation 13.1, Neurobehavioral
Systems, Berkeley, CA). The experimenter indicated by but-
ton press that was not visible to the participant whether a
verbal response was given and if the response was correct or
not. For RTs, only correctly answered trials with a button press
delivered during the video presentation entered the statistical
analysis. Responses delivered after the video ended were treat-
ed as invalid because they were not directly linked to action
information processing, and therefore not suited to analyze
temporal aspects of the influence of context on action
recognition.

As in Wurm and Schubotz (2012), each participant watched
each of the 30 actions once during the experiment (10 trials per
condition). Stimuli were balanced across participants so that

Fig. 1 (a) Example video frames
of one action (cracking an egg) in
the three experimental conditions.
(b) Experimental trial design.
Participants started the video
presentation self-paced by button
press. They were instructed to
press the button again as soon as
they recognized the action. After
the button, press the video was
replaced by a question mark
indicating the participant to name
the action. For details, see the
Method section
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groups of three participants watched a complete set of the 90
stimuli (30 actions × 3 contexts). The occurrence of contexts
was balanced within participants so that each participant saw
each of the three contextual settings 6 to 7 times and the neutral
setting 10 times. The trial order was counterbalanced so that
transitions of settings (office, kitchen, workshop, neutral) and
transitions of conditions (compatible, incompatible, neutral) oc-
curred equally often; that is, for each participant (=30 trials) each
of the 16 possible transitions between the four contextual set-
tings occurred 1 to 2 times, and each of the nine possible tran-
sitions between the three conditions occurred 3 to 4 times.

Results

A repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a significant effect of
the three-level factor contextual compatibility on the rate of
correctly identified actions (F(2, 86) = 4.79, p = 0.011, η2 =
0.07). Participants recognized the actions more often when pre-
sented in a compatible contextual setting (mean ± standard
error of mean, 0.54 ± 0.03) compared to incompatible (0.44 ±
0.02; one-tailed paired t test, t(43) = 2.74, p = 0.004) or neutral
settings (0.43 ± 0.03; one-tailed paired t test, t(43) = 2.2, p =
0.002). The recognition rate did not differ significantly between
actions in neutral and incompatible settings (one-tailed paired t
test, t(43) = 0.32, p = 0.75; see Fig. 2a). The difference between
effects of compatibility (neutral–compatible) and incompatibil-
ity (incompatible–neutral) on error rates was significant (two-
tailed paired t test, t(43) = 2.7, p = 0.009) which demonstrates
the specificity of the compatibility effect on recognition rates.

Regarding RTs, we found a significant effect of contextual
compatibility (F(2, 54) = 3.49, p = 0.037, η2 = 0.06; see
Fig. 2b): actions were recognized slower when they took place
in incompatible contextual settings (mean ± standard error of
mean, 2,568 ± 43 ms) compared to compatible (2,477 ± 40;
one-tailed paired t test, t(29) = 1.49, p = 0.073; difference 91
ms) or neutral contextual settings (2,444 ± 52; one-tailed
paired t test, t(29) = 2.69, p = 0.006; difference 124 ms). RTs
did not differ significantly between the neutral and the com-
patible condition (one-tailed paired t test, t(29) = 0.11, p = 0.9).
The difference between effects of compatibility (neutral–com-
patible) and incompatibility (incompatible–neutral) on RTs
was significant (two-tailed paired t test, t(29) = 2.1, p =
0.046), which demonstrates the specificity of the incompati-
bility effect on RTs. Note that the analysis of RTs relied on
fewer trials because only button presses of correct responses
delivered before video end were treated as valid (18% of all
trials; correct responses after video end: 27%, false responses:
55%). Therefore, only 28 of 44 participants provided valid
trials for all three conditions and thus entered the ANOVA.
Similarly, 30 of 44 participants provided valid trials for at least
two conditions and thus entered the t tests. The mean percent-
age of valid trials per participant was 23% (compatible), 30%

(incompatible), and 20% (neutral). This reduction might have
lowered the power, which could explain why the RT effects
were stronger in Wurm and Schubotz (2012).

After the experiment, participants were asked whether they
noticed anything odd in the videos. Only 23% (10 out of 43
participants) spontaneously reported that some actions were
performed in action-incompatible settings. In a second step,
we explicitly asked whether the actions always took place in
their typical rooms. Here, 65% (28 out of 43 participants)
reported that some actions were performed in action-
incompatible settings. ANOVAs for RTs and recognition rates
using the ratings as between-subjects factors revealed no in-
teractions with contextual compatibility (all ps > 0.8).

Discussion

This study tested the hypothesis that contextual information
becomes relevant for action recognition when primary sources

Fig. 2 (a) Effects of contextual compatibility on recognition rates.
Actions were significantly better recognized when they took place in
compatible settings. (b) Effects of contextual compatibility on reaction
times (RT). Action recognition was significantly slower when actions
took place in incompatible settings. Error bars indicate standard error of
mean
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of information that are typically exploited during action ob-
servation (i.e., the manipulated object and fine motor kinemat-
ics) are obstructed in the stimulus. To this end, we analyzed the
influence of contextual settings on the recognition of actions
that were pixelized and thus more difficult to identify.
Recognition rates were selectively enhanced in compatible set-
tings (reflecting facilitatory effects), whereas RTs were selec-
tively prolonged in incompatible settings (reflecting interfer-
ence effects). Our results extend previous findings (Wurm &
Schubotz, 2012) by demonstrating that contextual settings can
enhance (and not only disturb) action recognition. Crucially,
by pixelizing objects, we show that the influence of context on
action recognition is mediated in absence of object informa-
tion. Taken together, by providing evidence for effects of con-
text–action associations we complement studies that demon-
strate effects of context–object (Davenport & Potter, 2004;
Palmer, 1975) and object–action (Bach, Nicholson, &
Hudson, 2014; Schubotz, Wurm, Wittmann, & von Cramon,
2014; Thioux & Keysers, 2015) associations.

In the following, we discuss facilitatory and interference
context–action effects and conclude with a discussion of the
idea that the dissociation of these effects points to context–
action interactions at different levels of processing.

Compatible contextual settings enhance action recognition

Actions were recognized with about 25% higher accuracy
when they took place in compatible as compared to incompat-
ible or neutral settings. This novel effect can be interpreted as
facilitation via preactivation of action knowledge by the set-
ting: Following the principles of statistical Hebbian learning
(Hebb, 1949; Munakata & Pfaffly, 2004), co-occurrence of
actions in their typical settings should lead to enhanced asso-
ciative strengths between actions and settings. Activation of
the setting therefore enhances the excitability of strongly as-
sociated action information to a higher degree than weakly
associated action information. Thus, context-selective
preactivation of action information increases the likelihood
to activate the to-be-identified action. Such preactivation
should be particularly useful when the action is not easy to
identify because primary action information (i.e., information
that is directly relevant for action recognition, such as object
and manipulation information) is sparse. Indeed, our experi-
mental manipulation of impeding recognition of the object
and fine motoric finger movements, and thereby muting pri-
mary channels to action recognition, resembles a common
case of our daily life: For example, actions are often partially
hidden by other objects or persons, or they are too far away to
be unambiguously identified. Our findings suggest that in
such cases, contextual settings provide additional sources of
information that have the capacity to narrow down the search
space toward expectable actions. Future studies should further
examine the effects of context in more naturalistic conditions.

In addition to constraining action expectations, depletion of
object information could enhance the perceptual analysis of
manipulation information.

Facilitatory effects were reflected in higher recognition
rates, but not in higher speed of recognition. Contextual
setting information is already available after at least 300 ms
(Bar, 2004; Biederman et al., 1974; Ganis & Kutas, 2003),
whereas actions unfold over time. Excitation of conceptual
action information via contextual settings should therefore
occur earlier than excitation via movement kinematics of the
action. Hence, preactivation of action information should
result in faster access of the observed target action. We
cannot exclude that compatibility effects were present but
remained undetected because of faster processing time of the
neutral setting, which is less rich compared to the compatible
and incompatible setting. As discussed in detail in Wurm and
Schubotz (2012), neutral settings cannot unambiguously
dissociate facilitation from interference effects on RTs and
therefore need to be interpreted with caution. Note, however,
that different processing speeds of neutral versus compatible
and incompatible settings should be unlikely to have
substantial effects on recognition accuracies discussed in the
previous section.

Incompatible contextual settings slow down action
recognition

Responses to actions taking place in incompatible settings
were delivered about 100 ms later relative to compatible or
neutral settings. This effect size is in a similar range as the
effect size found for RTs to the recognition of natural action in
incompatible settings (Wurm & Schubotz, 2012).
Interestingly, when explicitly asked, 35% of participants did
not notice any incompatibility between actions and contextual
settings.

Inhibitory effects of incompatible contexts on action rec-
ognition can be explained in different, not mutually exclusive,
ways: First, observation of incompatible settings might acti-
vate a set of actions that does not include, and thereby distract
from, the target action. Hence, higher RTs might reflect longer
search for the target action. However, in this case one should
also expect shorter RTs for compatible contexts, which were
not observed (but see our discussion in the previous section).
Second, delayed responses to actions in incompatible settings
might be due to a conflict that occurs after recognition of the
action. Thus, once the action is identified, incompatibility with
the setting might interfere with the response. Because the
pixelized actions were generally hard to identify, incompati-
bility might trigger a reanalysis of the action, which in turn
would delay the response. Moreover, incompatibility might
cause a conflict at a higher level of interpretation because
the recognized action is difficult to reconcile with the incom-
patible setting. Accordingly, increased RTs could reflect an
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attempt to integrate the observed action into an overarching
action that is in agreement with the setting. To this end, alter-
native or even implausible explanations might be constructed
that are not in the common repertoire of a contextual settings’
action scripts (Schank&Abelson, 1977). This interpretation is
supported by neuroimaging evidence: The inferior frontal gy-
rus (IFG), a brain region known to be involved in semantic
integration (Badre & Wagner, 2007), is more strongly activat-
ed when observed actions take place in incompatible com-
pared to compatible settings (Wurm & Schubotz, 2012).
Likewise, the IFG is modulated by the ease of integrating
separate action steps into a common overarching goal
(Hrkać , Wurm, & Schubotz, 2014; Wurm, Hrkać ,
Morikawa, & Schubotz, 2014), in line with our proposal that
increased RTs reflect interference at the level of semantic
integration.

Contexts, objects, and manipulations are integrated
at different levels of action processing

Contextual settings, objects, and manipulations/movements
are processed by distinct but anatomically connected neural
substrates (Epstein, 2005; Grill-Spector, Kourtzi, &
Kanwisher, 2001; Kravitz, Saleem, Baker, & Mishkin, 2011;
Schubotz & von Cramon, 2009; Schubotz et al., 2014; Wurm
& Schubotz, 2012). Associative strengths between contextual
settings, objects, and manipulations may be functions of sta-
tistical co-occurrence (Bar, 2007) building tightly intercon-
nected semantic networks, recently coined context-object-
manipulation (COM) triads (Wurm et al., 2012). During ac-
tion recognition, these three sources of information may affect

each other following Bayesian principles: For each source, the
likelihood is estimated based on the probability of co-
occurrence with the two other sources. From a neural perspec-
tive, probabilities of co-occurrence are expressed in the asso-
ciation strengths between the three sources. During perception
of an action scene (e.g., observing someone cracking an egg in
a kitchen), the neural representations of the context (kitchen),
object (egg), and manipulation (crushing) may activate one
another as a function of their association strengths (see
Fig. 3). Consequently, if one source is absent in the stimulus,
it can be predicted from the two remaining channels (Bayesian
inference; Friston, 2005). In addition, based on these lateral
Bbetween-sources^ constraints, the higher level action goal
(cracking an egg) is activated in a bottom-up manner.
Notably, contextual settings might preactivate not only objects
and manipulations but also the action goal itself, as well as
script knowledge (i.e., overarching long-term goals that are
typically achieved in the specific setting, e.g., making
pancake; see Fig. 3). Associations between the distinct levels
may in turn preactivate action-relevant information at lower
levels of the hierarchy in a top-down manner. For example,
with regard to this experiment, top-down predictions about
perceptual object information could be matched with the
pixelized object shape, which, in case of accurate prediction,
produces a low prediction error. Taken together, different
sources of action-relevant information serve as priors that to-
gether estimate the most likely action by reducing prediction
error at all levels of the action processing stream (Kilner,
Friston, & Frith, 2007). A yet unsolved issue is whether
COM associations develop predominantly on a perceptual
Btoken^ level (associations between representations of

Fig. 3 Simplified schematic illustration of the possible associations
between primary and contextual action input representations (upper two
rows), action representations (third row), and higher level script
knowledge (lower row). Dark gray text boxes indicate representations
directly activated by the stimulus in the experiment (context and
movement kinematics), light gray areas indicate indirectly activated
representations. Dotted text boxes indicate object representations that
were not recognizable in the stimulus. Solid lines indicate associations
from directly activated input representations, black dotted lines indicate
indirectly activated bottom-up/top-down associations between levels of
the action hierarchy, gray dotted lines indicate not activated associations.

For clarity, not all possible associations are depicted. The bold text box
indicates the action with the highest sum of activation. Note that the
descriptions of manipulations/movement kinematics are simplified and
refer to more complex movement patterns (e.g., crushing is intended to
describe the movement of crushing an egg shell with the thumbs to let the
egg yolk flow out, flipping is intended to describe the movement to flip a
pancake with a pan). Note also that some manipulations are expected to
be less context specific (e.g., turning—i.e., a wrist-elbow rotation—could
be associated with tightening a bolt but also with, e.g., sharpening a
pencil; cf. Watson & Buxbaum, 2014)
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concrete object exemplars, object-specific movement kine-
matics, and specific contextual settings) or on a conceptual
Btype^ level that is independent of concrete instantiations of
contexts, objects, and manipulations. Because it is more plau-
sible that statistical regularities in action scenes are based on
experience from multiple, typically highly variant situations,
we assume that COM triadic relationships are stronger be-
tween perceptually invariant representations. Note, however,
that boundaries between perceptual and conceptual levels are
fuzzy, and therefore the COM triad model is inevitably sim-
plistic in this respect.

In addition, other sources, such as information derived
from the actor (Hrkać et al., 2014; Wurm, von Cramon, &
Schubotz, 2011) or from previous events (Hrkać, Wurm,
Kühn, & Schubotz, 2015), are likely to serve as action priors
as well and to shape action recognition in a similar way.

Conclusions

Our study shows that action-compatible contexts enhance ac-
tion recognition rates, whereas action-incompatible contexts
prolong action recognition times.We thereby demonstrate that
not only context–object and object–action but also context–
action associations are effectively exploited in visual percep-
tion. We suggest that contextual settings interact with action
recognition at different levels of processing. The identification
of further contextual action-relevant sources of information,
such as actor identity and episodic memory about previous
events, and the isolation of the different interactions between
these sources should be subject to future research to establish a
comprehensive, ecologically valid model of the multidimen-
sional process of action perception.
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